Fun Pencil Box

Store school supplies in this cute pencil box, complete with sweet ribbon hinges!

SUGGESTED MATERIALS
Perler Beads: 1,000-Bead Packs
Herrschners Item #: ID041500
0003 Yellow
0004 Orange
0005 Red
0006 Bubble Gum
0007 Purple
0012 Brown
0018 Black
0052 Pastel Blue
0057 Cheddar
0061 Kiwi Lime
0080 Bright Green
0088 Raspberry

Large Clear Square Pegboards
Herrschners Item #: ID042613
Bead Tweezer Plus
Herrschners Item #: ID042276
Ironing Paper
Herrschners Item #: ID042273

OTHER SUPPLIES
• Craft glue
• 18" piece of ribbon
• Iron

Designed by The Perler Design Team. © Perler Beads®. Used with permission.

DIRECTIONS
# Beads Needed:
Bubblegum: 57
Red: 80
Raspberry: 56
Orange: 56
Cheddar: 39
Yellow: 89
Kiwi Lime: 56
Bright Green: 1,019
Pastel Blue: 88
Purple: 92
Brown: 70
Black: 8
Note: You will need two bags of green beads.
1. Print the patterns from the following two pages. Assemble two large square pegboards as shown
below. If you’re using clear pegboards, print the patterns to actual size and slide them beneath the
pegboards. Now place all the beads for your project. The patterns show just the needed portion of
the pegboards.
2. Cover the completed design with ironing paper. Keeping the iron level, gently iron the beads in a
circular motion for about 10 seconds to fuse the beads evenly. Ironed properly, the beads will still have
an open center. Warning: Parents—the ironing must be done by an adult only. Some irons may emit
steam. Please keep children at a safe distance.
3. Once the design is cool, peel off the ironing paper. Lift your design from the pegboard, flip the
design over, and repeat step 2. Your pegboards and ironing paper are reusable.
4. Glue the layers in order to the green base, aligning the color stripes. When you get to the third
layer, you will need to work in pieces to leave the slots for the ribbon.
5. Cut two lengths of ribbon to work as your hinges. Insert the ribbon pieces through the slots. Align
the lid with the color stripes of the assembled box. Insert each ribbon end from inside the box through
the appropriate slot in the lid. Tie each in a bow.
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Warning: Parents—the ironing must
be done by an adult only. Some irons
may emit steam. Please keep children
at a safe distance.

